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Name of the Activity / Event

Theme

Organized by
Venue

Date and Duration

Participants

File Accession Dossier

: Flag Decoration

.' Republic Day

; RDPS

.' Classroom III (A to E)

: 24.07.2018/ 45 minutes

;III(A-E)
; Intra-Class Activity

Objectives:

. To provide a platform to the students to exhibit their talent and creativity.

. To make them aware of national festivals and being patriotic.

. To enhance their imagination and fine motor skills.

. To develop aesthetic and creative skills'

Description:

"Indian flag waves, not because of the winds: it makes the winds blow."

The National Flag of India is a horizontal rectangular tricolour of India saffron, white and India

green; with the Ashoka Chakra, a 24-spoke wheel, in navy blue at its centre. It was adopted in its

present form curing a meeting of tne Constituent Assembiy iielC on 22iuiy t947, ar:ic ii becarne

the official flag of the Dominion of India on 15 August 7947.fhe flag was subsequently retained as

that of the Republic of India, In order to make the learners aware about the importance of our

national flag and its significance an activity was conducted. They brought all the material required

for the activity. As per the theme, they brought the cutout of flag and decorated it with decorative

material like star, ribbon, stickers, etc. They also wrote beautiful messages based on patriotism.

The activity helped to develop their culture, creativity and constructivism. Most important, the self

confidence of the children was boosted through the activity as they felt proud of their skills and

nation.

The activity provided a platform to involve complex movements of the hand and mind that build

hand-eye coordination, muscle control, dexterity and nourish their aesthetic talent. Five students

from each section were selected on the basis of creativity, constructivism and culture. Best five

students from all the sections were selected and awarded. All the students were appreciated for

their commendable efforts.,
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